Autonomic and recognition indices of memory in amnesic and healthy control subjects.
Autonomic and recognition indices were examined in six amnesic subjects of mixed aetiology and six control subjects matched with respect to age, education and intelligence. The key objectives of this study were: (a) assess amnesics level of recognition and autonomic discrimination for recently shown words compared with controls; (b) determine if amnesics' level of autonomic discrimination was preserved when compared with the control subjects, level of recognition; and (c) assess confidence in hits and false alarms. The results showed that: (1) despite showing impaired recognition, amnesics displayed significantly better autonomic discrimination; (2) the level of autonomic discrimination displayed by amnesics did not significantly differ from the control subjects' level of recognition; (3) the level of confidence expressed in false alarms and hits did not significantly differ between amnesics and controls, which is in sharp contrast to the significantly greater levels of confidence expressed by healthy subjects in hits versus false alarms. If future work shows that amnesics display preserved autonomic discrimination for novel information, then it may suggest that, at least, some amnesics can store information to an extent that is comparable to that of healthy controls.